
Send a Tsunami of Prayers & We'll have a Tsunami Victory 

 

November 9, 2020 - Words from Sister Clare & Jesus 

(Clare) Precious heartdwellers, we have the task set before us now. Pray in complete faith for all 

the ballots, the legal ballots, to be discovered and counted. I personally have never doubted that 

Donald Trump won this election, and that it’s just a matter of time before the truth comes out. So, 

I am asking you to stand with me and pray for the ballots to be counted and justice to correct this 

media push to make Biden a president, which he is not and will never be. PRAY PRAY PRAY! 

And I hope that rumor about a sting operation on the Democratic party by watermarking the true 

ballot will come to pass. I hope it’s true. And I suspect it is, Donald Trump is nobody’s fool. Please 

also pray for the complete downfall of the socialist propaganda machine in this nation, that is, all 

the FAKE news stations, including FOX and social media. Pray for a cleansing. Pray for open eyes. 

People who have been voting for Biden have no idea what they are leading this country into. They 

have been fooled by a media blitz and by personality, because they don’t like Trump, so they vote 

for Biden, which is the most ridiculous thing I have ever heard. We need to pray for the man who 

supports an end to abortion and cutting babies out of their mother’s womb at nine months. We 

need to pray for what is right, and not let ourselves be deceived by personality.  

That’s what got this country into trouble with Barack Obama, who is indeed the Antichrist, but he 

is being prevented from coming into power by our prayers and vigilance. Pray that we can keep 

the good and truthful in office and clear out all the agents of nasty, swamp governments, full of 

snakes and crocodiles and venomous creatures. Lord, have you a word for us? 

Jesus replied immediately... "Beloved Believers, pray, pray, pray. I move on your prayers. Send in a 

Tsunami of prayers to Heaven and we will have a tsunami victory. Be strengthened now in your 

hearing ears by My Grace to push through until the victory is won!" Amen. 


